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It's hard to preach about Jesus Christ as King, because he doesn't fit the mold very well.  In 

addition, here in the democratic republic of the USA where we are accustomed to electing our 

leaders, we're not too high on the idea of having a king rule over us, to say the least.  More 

importantly, even Jesus resists the categorization.  Just consider his words to Pilate:  It is you 

who say that I am a king.  Furthermore, he states that his kingdom is not of this world.  The 

upshot is that Jesus' kingship is a manner of rule that is totally unique, completely unlike any 

king or kingdom of human history.   

 

To understand this king and his kingdom better, we should attend to the conversation between 

Christ and Pilate.  As the Lord talks about his kingdom, we are told that he is the one who has 

come to testify to the truth; everyone who belongs to the truth listens to his voice.  So Jesus' 

kingdom is about truth.  To belong to the truth, to listen to Jesus' voice--they go together.  Part of 

the idea here is that entry into this kingdom of God comes from heeding Jesus' words.  Christ's 

kingdom not like your typical nation of the world with well-defined territory that can be entered 

and exited at the border.  Nor is citizenship in this kingdom granted by being born within its 

boundaries or through a naturalization process.  This is a kingdom not of this world, a dominion 

that transcends space and time.  Membership in this kingdom requires surrendering to the truth, 

conforming one's life to the truth, the truth revealed by Jesus.  Conversely, those who reject Jesus 

exclude themselves from his kingdom and condemn themselves to wander in the outer darkness 

of falsehood; those who refuse Christ's witness to the truth shall live a lie that leads to death.   

 

One becomes part of this kingdom by faith in Jesus.  Faith means listening to Jesus' voice and 

obeying it as true.  To believe in Jesus is to accept him as our king, that is, to acknowledge him 

as the one sent by God to testify to the truth.  When we profess faith in Christ, we enter into this 

kingdom of God that transcends historical limits, that is, we enter into the realm of eternity.   

 

The challenge for every disciple is to listen to Jesus' words throughout the course of life and 

place one's trust in him.  And so much of the drama of Christian existence plays out in the 

interaction and at times conflict between the claims of the kingdom of God and those of the 

kingdoms of men.  As subjects of God's kingdom, we must consider its demands in our 

engagement with the world; and occasionally the laws of God's reign bring us into conflict with 

our terrestrial rulers.  So the tense dialectic between Christ and Pilate echoes whenever faithful 

disciples speak gospel truth to overreaching worldly power.   

 

During this Year of Faith, this feast reminds us that faith involves acknowledging Jesus as King 

of the universe and Lord of all creation.  As we profess in the Creed, I believe in Jesus Christ, 

God's only Son, our Lord, who is seated at the right hand of the Father and whose kingdom will 

have no end.  It is this kingdom of Christ that must claim our supreme allegiance if we hope to 



gain an everlasting participation in it.  My hope is that this year of Faith will be for us all an 

occasion to listen to Jesus' voice w/ renewed intensity.  There are many opportunities to do so.  

Consider reading the 4 gospels over the course of this year; try attending Mass during the week; 

make time to pray every day; return to more frequent reception of the sacrament of confession; 

attend an adult faith formation course.  In all these ways we turn our attention to the voice of 

Christ, addressing us in Word and sacrament.  As we listen more attentively, we also come to 

belong more fully to his kingdom, and we come to enjoy more completely the peace and joy that 

only Christ our King can provide.   

 

 


